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OS Windows 10 Pro

CPU Intel® Core™ i3-8145U / Intel® Core™ i5-8265U

Display 14" TFT IPS (1920 x 1080 FHD)

Memory 4GB / 8GB 

Graphics Intel® UHD Graphics 620

Storage Flexible Dual Storage ( SSD + HDD )  
(Options:  128GB/256GB + 1TB/2TB)

Intergrated Camera Yes

Keyboard Full Size Isolated Keyboard

I/O Ports Micro HDMI x 1 
USB 3.0 Type-A x 2 

USB 3.0 Type-C x 1 (PD 2.0 Charging, Display Out) 
Headphone Jack 3.5mm x 1 

Power Jack x 1

Security TPM 2.0

Dimension 333mmW x 221mmD x 27mmH

Weight Approx. 1.5kg

Battery Up to 8 hours

Color Black



A VIRTUAL 
WORKSPACE FOR 
YOUR CREATIVITY

ENORMOUS STORAGE CAPACITY WITH INSTANT 
BOOT-UP

MINIMALIST DESIGN CATERING TO ALL YOUR NEEDS

DURABILITY AND SECURITY YOU CAN TRUST

MAKE PROJECTS AND RESEARCH WORK A BREEZE

Powered by the 8th generation Intel processor, the 
compact SU03 laptop possesses the strength of a 
desktop computer, which also brings about a smooth and 
stable computing experience that o�ers e�ortless multi-
tasking. The huge storage capacity ensures you get the 
best of what you aspire to achieve!

With its thin and light chassis and a dual-storage design, Nexstgo’s Desktop 
Replacement 14-inch SU03 notebook computer is made for portability and 
practicality. The new model provides a flexible storage combination of a solid-
state disk (SSD) and a traditional hard disk drive (HDD) for maximum productivity. 
Instant boot-up and data access are made possible with the ultrafast SSD, while the HDD 
provides huge storage capacity to keep all the files and videos you need. The high-performance 
SU03 o�ers a perfect business solution that lets you get the most of your e�ort. 

SU03’s minimalist and elegant design houses unrivaled performance, making the notebook computer an essential for every 
professional. With Windows 10 Pro pre-installed and its applications, the versatile and business-ready notebook computer takes 
care of every aspect of your needs. The Full HD display brings you crisp and vivid images, and is best used for document editing 
and giving presentations. 

SU03 is designed to withstand some of the toughest environments as every notebook computer at Nexstgo 
have passed the stringent reliability and durability tests and standards. Each SU03 comes with a three-
year on-site warranty that ensures speedy and hassle-free repair services. Besides e�ectively protecting 
the device from malware, the built-in Trusted Platform Module (TPM) chip can work with data-encryption 
software to secure important authentication as well as data for enhanced security.

Nexstgo notebook computers are proud winners of awards like the PC3 
Platinum Commercial Laptop. Nexstgo has become a favourite brand for 
schools, thanks to its superb cost-performance and unparalled reliability. Each 
Nexstgo model is precisely manufactured for the perfect balance between 
screen sizes and weight, so that it is easy to carry between classrooms, labs 
and home. 


